
1. Sony Digital Camera 
for Vlogging £699.99
Sony's Vlog Camera ZV-1 is designed for vlogging 
and content creation and is the perfect accessory 
for any social media star, or aspiring star. The camera 
provides a professional image quality with 1.0-type 
stacked CMOS sensostacked CMOS sensor, 24-70mm zoom lens, 20.1MP, 
professional sound quality with 3 directional 
capsule mic and wind shield and horizontal ip 
screen. The nifty device also features natural skin 
tone and soft skin effects with a multi interface shoe 
for external mic, microphone jack, and image 
stabilization. 

2. Bush USB 2. Bush USB DAB Clock Radio £29.99
Wake up the right way to your favourite radio 
stations with this Bush DAB clock radio. Cute and 
compact, this neat little alarm clock is designed for 
the bedside table. It has up   to 20 preset radio 
stations that you can customise with your 
favourite stations. Set dual alarms to make sure 
yyou wake up on time, or hit the snooze if you'd 
rather sleep in. Available in white and black, to t 
every aesthetic.

3. LEGO MINDSTORMS Robot Inventor 
Remote Control Toy £330
A thrilling new tech toy for ages 10 and over, the 
LEGO MINDSTORMS Robot Inventor features ve 
didifferent models with their own capabilities and 
personalities, which can be programmed via the 
MINDSTORMS Robot Inventor app. Kids gain 
essential STEM skills as they build, code and play 
with remote-control robots that shoot missiles, 
play ball and drive around. Blast can scan its 
environment and re darts if it senses danger, while 
ChaCharlie can give out high ves, dance, play the 
drums, and smile. 

4. Petkit Smart Cozy Pet House £135
So much more than just a cat bed, this is an 
incredibly smart cat bed. The Petkit Pet House allows 
you to regulate the temperature of the inside of the 
bed thanks to the internal heat and cool induction 
plplate which helps to deliver temperature quickly 
and evenly. An infrared sensor lets you know when 
your pet is inside the bed and wind path 
temperature and humidity sensors let you monitor 
conditions inside their little home. All of this is easily 
controlled through an app on your phone.

5. Bluetooth Party Speaker £499.99
WWhether you are having a party or chilling at home, 
enjoy powerful omnidirectional sound with the 
SRS-XP700 Bluetooth Party Speaker from Sony. This 
wireless speaker is designed to deliver deep, punchy 
bass and rich, clear sound. Multi-colour lighting that 
ts your mood or occasion, from pulsating to 
ambient. Just go to the Sony app to select your 
ffavourite pattern, and use the app to optimise your 
audio settings or control your music too. 
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